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Bounce House, Inflatable Water Slide For Sale

        

    Welcome to East Inflatables, a premier manufacturer specializing in top-quality inflatable products. We take pride in being a leading supplier of bounce houses, inflatable water slides, obstacle courses, and inflatable games. Our extensive inventory includes items readily available in stock or can be customized to meet your specific needs.


Since our inception in 2008, we have been committed to delivering outstanding inflatable solutions to a diverse clientele. Our offerings cater to inflatable rentals, leisure centers, event companies, and individual enthusiasts. With a focus on excellence, we provide superior products at competitive prices.


In the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and Europe markets, our inflatables meet the highest industry standards. They are certified to conform with EN71, ASTM F963, and ISO standards, having undergone rigorous testing by SGS. Additionally, we hold the prestigious EN14960 certification and adhere to the Australian Standards AS 3533.4.1.


For further insights and valuable information, we invite you to explore our blog. Discover more about our exceptional inflatable products and how they can elevate your experience.
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        Commercial Bounce House For Sale


        East Inflatables stands as the premier inflatable manufacturer, offering to..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Bounce House With Slide


        East Inflatables stands as the premier manufacturer and provider of top-tie..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Inflatable Slide For Sale


        Welcome to East Inflatables, the foremost name in inflatable manufacturing,..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Inflatable Water Slide For Sale


        Welcome to East Inflatables, the leading inflatable manufacturer known for ..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Inflatable Obstacle Course For Sale


        East Inflatables is the leading inflatable manufacturer, supply highest qua..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Inflatable Games


        East Inflatables stands out as the premier inflatable manufacturer, supplyi..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Kids Bounce House


        East Inflatables is the leading inflatable manufacturer, supply highest qua..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Bouncy Castle For Sale


        East Inflatables is the leading inflatable manufacturer, supply highest qua..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Bouncy Castle With Slide


        East Inflatables is the leading inflatable manufacturer, supply highest qua..
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        Inflatable Park


        East Inflatables is the leading inflatable manufacturer, supply highest qua..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Inflatable Tent


        East Inflatables stands as the premier inflatable manufacturer, offering to..
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        Inflatable Water Park


        East Inflatables is the leading inflatable manufacturer, supply highest qua..


        
          
            
          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
                      

                  
      


      
        Inflatable Water Slide For Sale


        Welcome to East Inflatables, the leading inflatable manufacturer known for ..
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                          SKU: E101001
                                  

        
                  Indoor Bounce House

        
        We provide indoor bounce house for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy bounce house with a great selection from our inventory, we supply comm..
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                  Inflatable Jumpers

        
        We provide inflatable jumpers for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy bounce house with a great selection from our inventory, we supply comme..
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                  Moonwalks

        
        As a premier manufacturer of commercial inflatables, we are excited to introduce a new dimension of fun to your events. Immerse your guests in the mag..
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                  Inflatable Bouncer

        
        We provide inflatable bouncer for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy bounce house with a great selection from our inventory, we supply comme..
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                  Commercial Bounce House

        
        Looking for top-quality commercial bounce houses for sale in the U.S.? Look no further! East Inflatables, a leading manufacturer of commercial inflata..
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        We provide jumping castle for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy bounce house with slide with a great selection from our inventory, we suppl..
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                  Large Bounce House

        
        Introducing the Spiderman Bouncer Slide Combo (SKU: E102041) with Perfect Dimensions! Whether you're a kid or a grown-up, you'll discover the ideal pr..
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        We provide inflatable castle for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy bounce house with slide with a great selection from our inventory, we su..
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        We provide adult water slides for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy inflatable water slide with a great selection from our inventory, we su..
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        We provide giant water slide for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy inflatable water slide with a great selection from our inventory, we sup..
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        We provide inflatable slip and slide for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy inflatable water slide with a great selection from our inventory..
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        We provide kids inflatable water slide for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy inflatable water slide with a great selection from our invento..
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                  Obstacle Course Bounce House

        
        Introducing the "Obstacle Course Bounce House" - the ultimate adventure experience for the US market! This inflatable marvel combines the thrill of an..
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                  Mechanical Bull

        
        A mechanical bull is a device that simulates the experience of riding a real bull, commonly seen in rodeos and other western-themed events. It typical..
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        We provide inflatable cube tent for sale from East Inflatables manufacturer, buy inflatable tent with a great selection from our inventory, we supply ..
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        Can I request a custom design for a bounce house from us?


        Planning an event or party involves many decisions, and choosing the right bounce house can add an extra element of fun and excitement. If you're wondering whether you can request a custom design for a bounce house from us, the answer is yes! We pride ourselves on offering customizable options to ensure that your bounce house perfectly fits your vi..
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        Can I purchase accessories such as blowers or anchors from our website?


        For individuals or businesses in need of inflatable accessories, such as blowers or anchors, www.east-inflatables.com offers a convenient solution. As a leading supplier of inflatable products, east-inflatables.com provides a wide range of accessories to support the maintenance, operation, and safety of inflatable bounce houses and other inflatable..
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        Are there any safety certifications or standards that the inflatable bounce houses comply with?


        In the United States, inflatable bounce houses are a popular form of entertainment at various events, from birthday parties to community gatherings. To ensure the safety of users, these bounce houses must comply with specific safety certifications and standards.

    ASTM International Standards:
    One of the primary safety standards for inflatab..
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        Can I purchase inflatable bounce houses in bulk for commercial purposes?


        In the realm of entrepreneurship and entertainment, the demand for inflatable bounce houses has soared. These colorful and whimsical structures have become a staple at various events, from birthday parties to school carnivals. For aspiring entrepreneurs looking to enter the commercial realm of entertainment rentals, the question often arises: Can I..
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        Christmas Inflatables


        Christmas inflatables are popular decorations used during the holiday season. These decorations are typically large, air-filled structures made of durable materials like nylon or polyester. They come in various designs and characters related to Christmas, such as Santa Claus, reindeer, snowmen, polar bears, penguins, Christmas trees, and more.These..
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        East Inflatables America
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        Friendly Link


        Friendly Link: Dear friend, If you want to exchange links with us, we are very welcome. Please leave a comment below, thank you.Exchange
 link requirements: inflatables, bounce houses, toys, outdoors, sports, children's playgrounds, original 
blogs, alexa statistics ranks about 1,000,000 in the world.Our text link: East InflatablesOur link: https:/..
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        How to repair a hole in an inflatable water slide?


        We East Inflatables provide each inflatable product with a set of accessories, including: repair kits and glue. 
 
When you find your inflatable water slide has a hole, don’t worry, just fix it by using our repair kits and glue. With these instructions, you can repair any hole in the inflatable water slide, and you'll be out in the summer sun. 
 
1..
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        How to anchor inflatable water sport products?


        Create rock-solid anchoring 
Many of the inflatable water sports products on East Inflatables Manufacturing recommend the use of an anchoring system for the highest level of safety. But which type of anchor is right for you? There are many ways to anchor your inflatable products. Before moving forward, however, it is wise to master some local regul..
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        Can you have a bounce house at a park?


        Yes, we can put a bounce house in the park, but you must pay attention to the following points so as not to cause our leasing business to close. 
 
1. You need to contact the parks and recreation department of the city to make a reservation and obtain a permit. 
 
2. Be sure to tell the city government that you want to have a bounce house at your p..
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